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... our heritage and  
commitment to local  
production run deep 

through every bed  
we make.

“

”
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WHAT mAkES A BEd TruLY LuxuriOuS? 
It could be a bed that uses only the finest natural materials, a bed that is completely hand 
made by highly skilled craftspeople, or one that is built exactly to meet your needs. at RogeR 
ChaRles we think a luxury bed should be one that encompasses all of these things to deliver 
the most comfortable and sophisticated bed you could wish for. 

For 10 years my team and i have been supplying  
and delivering luxurious British beds to clients all 
over the world. With the benefit of that experience 
and our clients’ invaluable feedback i set out to 
create beds that give you quite simply the best  
night’s sleep you have ever had. To achieve that  
goal we listen carefully to your preferences before 
we advise you on the best options, and together we 
define how your bed should be built. Every RogeR 
ChaRles bed is a unique work of art lovingly 
crafted for you by hand in devon and delivered to 
you anywhere in the world. 

As you browse through this brochure i hope you are 
able to achieve a sense of the sublime relaxation a 
RogeR ChaRles bed can bring. if questions arise 
i shall be delighted to speak with you personally, 
to explain first-hand what makes our beds so  
very special.

Yours sincerely,

Founder and managing director 
RogeR ChaRles beds lImIted
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THE quALiTY OF YOur dAY rEFLECTS THE quALiTY  
OF YOur BEd
how well you sleep directly impacts on how refreshed you are the next morning. In turn 
this affects how you look and feel as well as how well you will perform throughout the day.  
Your bed is one major factor in your ability to achieve deep restorative sleep during what is 
known as your Rem cycle. For maximum benefit your body needs the right level of support in the 
right places at just the right temperature during Rem sleep. Without the correct level of comfort 
for your pressure points and support for your spine, your sleep will be disturbed.

The health, well-being and performance benefits of 
a good night’s sleep have long been understood and 
the best possible way to achieve these is with a bed 
that has been made to suit your individual needs and 
preferences. At RogeR ChaRles we understand 

that only by making our beds by hand with natural 
materials are we able to create that superlative 
quality of sleep that will enhance your day to day life  
with no additional effort on your part. Simply relax, 
sleep well and enjoy the benefits every day.
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WHAT iT TAkES TO mAkE A RogeR ChaRles BEd
stunning vistas, dramatic rocky outcrops, charming villages and pristine moorland dotted with 
grazing ponies and sheep. this is dartmoor, the home of and inspiration for RogeR ChaRles 
beds. From our highly skilled craftspeople to the fleece we use from local sheep and alpaca, 
our heritage and commitment to local production runs deep through every bed we make.

it starts with your personal telephone consultation 
where we aim to understand your specific needs 
in detail, including what you like or dislike about  
your current bed. Then, based on our extensive 
experience, we advise you of the right options to 
create the best possible quality of sleep for you. 
This is traditional personal service at its very best:  
a confidential dialogue that builds a relationship 
with you resulting in a bed that you’ll love for many 
years to come. 

Once you have approved the design, dedicated 
craftsmen will meticulously construct your bed 
by hand in complete accordance with your order, 
proudly applying their skills to ensure exceptional 
quality at every stage of production. Your bed is 
unique to you. it is an individual masterpiece crafted 
to the personal size and tension requested and 
finished with beautiful upholstery to become the 
centrepiece of your bedroom. 



T H E  Alpha  B E D
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THE ALpHA BEd
the finest bed in our core collection, the alpha combines the highest standards of comfort 
with luxurious finishing touches. Its sumptuous layers of natural fillings support you, whilst its 
unique topper creates an unsurpassed feeling of comfort and lightness.

the alpha toppeR

under a merino wool deep bordered cover, generous 
layers of pressure-relieving, temperature-regulating 
and sleep-inducing cashmere, silk, alpaca and  
locally produced wool surround a supportive layer 
of naturally resilient horse hair. Together they form  
the comforting crown of your beautiful bed.

the alpha mattRess

5000 individually pocketed springs surrounded by 
sumptuous layers of bonded cotton and wool,  
hand-teased horse hair, hand-teased local wool, 
hand-teased devon-raised alpaca wool, needled 
cotton and wool, a cashmere and silk comfort layer 
and the softest merino wool ticking, all combine  
to provide an exquisitely supportive mattress. 
Generous wrappings of pure wool and ginger coir 
further reinforce the border’s strength and longevity 
provided by around 10 hours of meticulous hand 
side-stitching. partnered with its recommended 
Alpha topper it will give you the most serene sleep 
for year after year. 

the RogeR ChaRles dIvan-base (sommIeR/ 
box-spRIng)

Choose from the world-class luxurious RogeR 
ChaRles traditional hand-lashed base, every 
component of which is hand made by our highly 
skilled and experienced upholsterer; or a deep or 
shallow pocket-sprung divan-base with or without 
storage drawers or valance. Whichever style you 
choose a beautiful range of fabrics will help you 
complement your bedroom decor. 

the alpha headboaRd

Available as an extra high or statement height, 
bed-width or extra-wide headboard traditionally 
upholstered with all-natural fillings: a layer of  
locally produced wool surrounded by layers of wool 
and cotton topped with a fleece membrane cover 
and then the exquisite final fabric. its back is 
covered with black cotton twill as standard but 
can be covered in the primary fabric if you wish. 
Whichever headboard you select – plain or panelled 
– it may be covered in your choice of beautiful fabric 
to match or contrast with your divan-base. 

alpha bespoke optIons

As with all RogeR ChaRles beds, the Alpha can be 
produced to your individual requirements, from a 
fabric of your choice to the spring-tensions that suit 
you best. Should you wish for uniqueness or greater 
levels of personalisation, we suggest our Limited 
Edition and Commissioned beds that feature later 
in this brochure.

The Alpha, is a truly exceptional bed that brings 
together decades of knowledge and experience. 
Even the smallest details at every step in the 
construction of the Alpha count towards the  
perfect night’s sleep. You will not see every feature, 
but you will feel their benefit every night for many 
years to come.



T H E  Beta  B E D
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THE BETA BEd
the comfort of our beta bed is defined by its use of the highest quality natural fibres and fabrics 
using similar construction techniques to the alpha but with a slightly shallower mattress.  
a superbly comfortable bed traditionally hand crafted and beautifully upholstered.

The second bed in our core collection, the Beta, 
also reflects the highest standards of comfort with 
luxurious finishing touches. its mattress’s sumptuous 
layers of natural fillings deliver wonderful support 
while you snuggle into its matching topper. 

the beta toppeR

under a soft Egyptian cotton deep bordered cover, 
generous layers of pressure-relieving, temperature- 
regulating and sleep-inducing wool from devon 
surround a supportive layer of naturally resilient 
horse hair and hand-teased silk. Together they add 
gentle comfort to your beautiful bed.

the beta mattRess

4000 individually pocketed springs surrounded 
by sumptuous layers of bonded cotton and wool, 
hand-teased horse hair, hand-teased local wool, 
hand-teased silk, needled cotton and wool,  
a cashmere and silk comfort layer and softest 
Egyptian cotton ticking, all combine to provide a  
beautifully supportive mattress. Generous  
wrappings of pure wool and ginger coir further 
reinforce the border’s strength and longevity 
provided by around eight hours of meticulous hand 
side-stitching. partnered with its recommended 
Beta topper it will lead you gently to sleep night 
after night and year after year.

the dIvan-base (sommIeR/box-spRIng)

Choose from the world-class luxurious RogeR 
ChaRles traditional hand-lashed base, every 
component of which is hand made by our highly 
skilled and experienced upholsterer; or a deep or 
shallow pocket-sprung divan-base with or without 
storage drawers or valance. Whatever base you 
select, it will be covered in your colour choice of 
beautiful woollen plain, patterned or check fabrics.

the beta headboaRd

Available as an extra high or statement height, 
bed-width or extra-wide headboard generously 
upholstered with wool and cotton for a luxurious 
feel. Whichever headboard you select – plain or 
panelled - it will be covered in your colour choice of 
beautiful fabrics from one of the uk’s few remaining 
vertical mills, to match or contrast with your  
divan-base.

beta bespoke optIons

As with all RogeR ChaRles beds, the Beta can 
be produced to your individual requirements, from 
a fabric of your choice to the individual spring-
tensions that are best for you. 

The Beta is a very special bed, thoughtfully designed 
and fastidiously created, that will delight you with 
its sumptuous look and feel. 
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THE GAmmA BEd
the understated luxury of the gamma should not be underestimated. hand-built using the 
finest materials just like all of our other beds, the gamma delivers excellent levels of comfort 
and support. the shallowest mattress of our range, but still extraordinarily deep. It is filled with 
sumptuous layers of wool fillings and is cushioned even more by its matching wool and cotton 
topper to ensure perfect nights’ sleep.

the gamma toppeR

under a soft Egyptian cotton deep bordered cover, 
generous layers of pressure-relieving, temperature- 
regulating and sleep-inducing needled cotton and 
wool augment a supremely soft layer of wool from 
devon to provide a gently revitalising sleep.

the gamma mattRess

3000 individually pocketed springs surrounded by 
generous layers of bonded cotton and wool,  
hand-teased local wool, needled cotton and wool, 
a cashmere and silk comfort layer and soft 
Egyptian cotton ticking, all combine to ensure  
restful and refreshing support. Generous wrappings 
of pure wool and ginger coir further reinforce the 
border’s strength and longevity provided by around 
six hours of meticulous hand side-stitching. 
Complete your mattress with its recommended 
comforting Gamma topper that will add the 
extra layer of luxury to your bed for even better  
sleep quality.

the dIvan-base (sommIeR/box-spRIng)

Choose from the world-class luxurious RogeR 
ChaRles traditional hand-lashed base, every 
component of which is hand made by our highly 
skilled and experienced upholsterer; or a deep or 
shallow pocket-sprung divan-base with or without 
storage drawers or valance. Whatever base you 
select, it will be covered in your colour choice  
of beautiful crushed velvet fabric from one of the 
uk’s most exciting fabric designers.

the gamma headboaRd

Available as an extra high or statement height, bed-
width or extra-wide headboard upholstered with 
cotton and local wool from devon for a luxurious 
feel. Whichever headboard you select – plain or 
panelled – it will be covered in your colour choice of 
fabric to coordinate with your divan-base.

gamma bespoke optIons

As with all RogeR ChaRles beds, the Gamma 
can be produced to your individual requirements, 
from a fabric of your choice to the individual spring-
tensions that are best for you both. 

in the Gamma bed you will sleep in sublime comfort 
whilst properly supported so that you awake fully 
refreshed.
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THE LimiTEd EdiTiON BEd
each year we allow ourselves the opportunity to showcase the very best of our craftsmanship, 
design and dartmoor heritage with a limited edition bed. In each case the exquisite traditionally 
hand-lashed divan-base upholstered in a carefully selected haute-couture fabric and the 
startlingly deep all-natural mattress carry a limited edition topper to lead you gently into a 
world of sublime sleep. a maximum of 25 such beds, each one numbered and fully certified,  
will be produced in any one year, and you will be invited to come to glorious devon to see your 
very special bed being made. 

the lImIted edItIon suRmatelas

under a deep-bordered covering of the softest 
merino wool, generous layers of pressure- 
relieving, temperature-regulating and sleep-
inducing pashmina, cashmere and devon produced 
wool surround a supportive layer of naturally 
resilient horse hair. unsurpassable quality and 
craftsmanship promise majestic comfort.

the lImIted edItIon mattRess

5000 individually pocketed springs surrounded by 
sumptuous layers of bonded cotton and wool,  
hand-teased horse hair, hand-teased local wool, 
hand-teased cashmere, needled cotton and wool, 
a pashmina comfort layer and the softest merino 
wool ticking, all combine to provide simply the 
best mattress you could ever desire. Generous 
wrappings of pure wool and ginger coir further 
reinforce the border’s strength and longevity 
provided by around 12 hours of meticulous hand 
side-stitching. partnered with its recommended 

Limited Edition Surmatelas, it will reward you 
faithfully for your discerning choice with refinement, 
comfort and support for decades to come.

the RogeR ChaRles dIvan-base (sommIeR/ 
box-spRIng)

For the Limited Edition only the most extraordinary 
RogeR ChaRles traditional hand-lashed base will 
suffice. Each component is individually built by our 
master craftsman upholsterer. Each limited edition 
model will be covered in your choice of beautiful 
fabric from one of the uk’s leading design houses.

the lImIted edItIon headboaRd

A wonderful enhancement of the luxurious Alpha 
headboard, the Limited Edition headboard carries 
a beautiful wooden trim around its edges to match 
the refined elegance of the wood trim around the 
bottom of the hand-lashed base. plain or panelled, 
it will be covered in your choice of matching or 
contrasting sensuous fabric.
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YOur COmmiSSiONEd BEd
our commissioned beds exemplify the very finest skills that a bed maker’s art is all about,  
from the traditional hand-lashed base with hand-tied eight-way star-lashed interlinking springs, 
to the lavish layers of soft and resilient natural fillings, including locally produced wool, that 
fill our most exceptional mattress and topper. this will be a bed as unique as you are, created 
from the floor up and shaped, sized, finished and upholstered however you wish, to suit your  
individual tastes. a wonder to behold and exceptionally satisfying to sleep on, this is an 
investment in your health and well-being that will pay dividends for many, many years.

The Commission topper, mattress divan-base 
(sommier/box-spring) and headboard are each 
designed in consultation with you and uniquely 
created by us to meet your most exacting 
requirements.

There is nothing to compare with your commissioned 
bed. it will be certified as unique to you. Be our 
guests on wonderful dartmoor, meet our craftsmen, 
and sign your bed personally before it is completed.
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experience the exceptional comfort of our handcrafted beds and achieve outstanding quality of sleep  
wherever you live. a true masterpiece for your bedroom, inspired by the beauty of dartmoor.
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HANd CrAFTEd TO pErFECTiON, ALL YOu NEEd TO kNOW 
ABOuT RogeR ChaRles BEdS
RogeR ChaRles beds are exquisitely hand crafted to our own luxurious specifications.  
delivering the best night’s sleep with comfort, style and durability, every RogeR ChaRles bed 
follows a production process that is exemplary. Continuous and rigorous quality control ensures 
only perfectly made components are included in your bed.

Each craftsman in the production team takes 
responsibility for the quality of every product at 
every stage of its creation. if he or she is not  
happy with it at any point it will be rejected and  
work begins anew. Such is the pride and passion 
that adds to the intrinsic value of your bed,  
created by a team with over 125 combined years  
of working with luxury and super-luxury hand-made 
beds and mattresses.

All timber in RogeR ChaRles beds is Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) certified. Our bases are 
made from FSC certified softwood with hardwood 
blocks for the castors. All the fillings are natural 
fibres and none is recycled. Our robust castors are 
made from nickel, and any legs or feet will be FSC 
certified beech unless we agree otherwise with you.
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Our prOmiSE TO YOu
We want you to be delighted with your new bed and to sleep better than ever before.  
our commitment to traditional personal service extends beyond the consultation and creation 
of your perfect bed. using experienced, high quality delivery agents we shall seek to ensure 
that your new RogeR ChaRles bed is delivered directly into and assembled in your bedroom 
wherever in the world this is possible.

if you have followed our recommendations in the 
choice of your mattress tension and if after 90 
nights of continuous use you do not consider the 
mattress to be suitable for you, simply return it to 
us undamaged and suitably packaged. We shall then 
replace it with the same model in a different tension.  
(kindly note that return carriage and delivery of 
the replacement is at your expense). if you wish to 
replace it with a higher quality mattress you may do 
so on payment of the difference in price.

Following a few simple care guidelines will help 
ensure the continued performance of your  
RogeR ChaRles bed. Should the mattress or divan 
base suffer a manufacturing defect in the course of 
normal use within our stipulated guarantee periods, 
we shall either pay for a local repair where it is more 
economical for us to do so or replace the defective 
product free of all charges. please refer to our 
detailed guarantees or call us for more information.
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OpTiONS TO CONSidEr FrOm THE STArT
our mattresses made for two people are inevitably very heavy and can be difficult to manoeuvre. 
because they need to be turned over regularly to ensure optimal performance throughout their 
life, we recommend that you order a zipped mattress (if wider than 150 cm), comprising two 
smaller more manageable mattresses that zip together. a complimentary padded insert covers 
the join between the two mattresses and once the topper is in place your mattress feels seamless. 
should you require a one-piece mattress, which can have two different spring-tensions to suit 
both your needs, this may require special delivery arrangements which we shall be happy to 
discuss with you at any time before you place your order. 

Toppers perform several important roles in the 
comfort of your bed. Soft and plump, they make 
any bed look immediately inviting and raise the 
comfort level. They also significantly extend the 
useful life of your mattress. An additional benefit  
is that toppers slightly elevate your feet, which  
helps promote better circulation of the blood. 
Our toppers feature a wide menu of hand-teased 
fillings encased in a blissfully soft and tufted merino 
wool or Egyptian cotton cover. 

Our divan bases come with metal ball-castors as 
standard to ensure that your bed can be moved 
safely without fear of damage. Felt-based castor 
cups can be supplied to protect your solid or marble 
floors. Alternatively we shall gladly fit other feet  
for you – simply let us know your requirements.
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THE mASTErpiECE AT THE CENTrE OF YOur BEdrOOm
the style of your bed plays a central role in your satisfaction with it. how this magnificent 
piece of furniture looks and how it makes you feel when you walk into the bedroom only goes to 
enhance the experience of sleeping in a RogeR ChaRles bed.

With all of our beds the headboard and upholstery is 
an opportunity for you to express your own style and 
taste. Naturally we will talk you through the options 
available and although no two RogeR ChaRles 
beds are exactly the same because they are hand-
crafted, we shall gladly make recommendations to 
enhance the beauty of your new bed and create the 
perfect focal point for your bedroom. 

Whatever your design preferences, our wide range  
of contemporary and traditional headboards 
feature elegant styling details and sophisticated 
fabrics, and we are always happy to work alongside 
your own interior designer to create your perfect look.
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mattRess (*and surmatelas/topper) gamma beta alpha lImIted edItIon
Number of springs (in 150 x 200 cm)
sIngle 90 x 190 cm 1628 1990 2884 2900
double 135 x 190 cm 2442 3506 4283 4800
uk kIng 150 x 200 cm 3040 4010 5065 6000
supeR-kIng 180 x 200 cm 3510 4615 6078 6400
Spring tensions (Soft, medium or Firm) S, m, F S, m, F S, m, F S, m, F
Layers of springs 2 2 3 3
Number of turns per spring 6,6 6,6  4,6,4 4,6,4
Gauge of spring (mm) 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3
mattress border depth (cm) 24 24 27 27
Approx. mattress loft depth (cm) 10 10 15  15
Approx. total mattress depth (cm) 34 34 42 42
rows of hand side-stitching 3 4 5 6
Turn frequency Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal Seasonal
Number of comfort layers 8 12 12 12
Anti-allergenic layer On request On request On request On request
merino wool cover* Y Y
Egyptian cotton cover* Y Y
pashmina comfort layer* Y
Cashmere & silk comfort layer* Y Y Y
Needled cotton & wool* Y Y Y Y
Hand-teased devonshire Alpaca* Y
Hand-teased Cashmere* Y
Hand-teased Silk* Y
Hand-teased devonshire-raised Wool* Y Y y Y
Hand-teased Horse-hair* Y Y Y 
Bonded cotton & wool Y Y Y Y

dIvan-base
Hand-lashed 25 cm including castors Y Y
deep pocket-sprung 35 cm including castors Or Y Y
Shallow pocket-sprung 25 cm including castors Y Y
Nickel 50 mm castors Y Y Y Y
Optional drawers at extra cost Y Y
Optional Valance at extra cost Y Y Y Y
Optional Beech Feet Y Y Y Y

RogeR ChaRles beds - COmpAriSON TABLE
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GLOSSArY

Coils or spring turns
The more turns or coils in a single continuous pocket-spring the greater its ability to sense the exact comfort 
and support requirement of you and your partner, seamlessly and smoothly spreading downward vertical 
pressure. A single continuous pocket-spring also works with the upholstery in the mattress to create a 
bellows-like effect that drives cool air around the mattress and facilitates greater hygiene. This ensures better 
ventilation, helping moisture to wick away through the natural fibre fillings and so maintain a comfortable 
body temperature for a healthy, relaxing and energising night’s sleep.

Cane edge
The hourglass springs (see below) of the hand-lashed divan are hand-tied to lengths of cane giving the bed a 
flexible and durable edge. The cane is then generously encased in a “sausage” of horse-hair to create a soft but 
robust perimeter around the springs, and so provide a reassuring sense of security. 

divan-base (cf) box spring (usa)/sommier (Fr))
Also known as a divan or base, this upholstered wooden cage provides the mattress with support. it can be 
hand-lashed, hand side-stitched, have a firm-edge, or sprung-edge (see below), or a platform or padded top. 

divan set
This term means a mattress together with its matching divan-base, without a headboard.

Firm-edge or sprung-edge divan
On a firm-edge divan a wooden frame surrounds the perimeter of the entire layer of springs, making the edge 
of the divan feel firmer. many people say this helps them feel more secure when lying near the mattress edge. 
On a sprung-divan the layer of springs extends right to the edge of the base, with no wooden frame,  
making its edge feel softer. 
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hand-lashing or star-lashing
This is the technique of connecting the individual hourglass springs in the divan base to give the mattress the 
best support possible. Each spring is tied eight ways to create a star shape allowing vertical but not horizontal 
movement and the whole ensemble is skillfully tensioned by hand, adjusting every individual tie. 

hand-side stitching
Every RogeR ChaRles mattress is side stitched by hand. This extremely skilled technique controls the 
movement of the filling of the mattress and is done using a double ended needle some 25 cm long, linking the 
side of the mattress to the pocket springs inside. it helps to strengthen the borders of the mattress and keep 
them in shape. The more rows of genuine had side-stitching, the better. 

hand teasing
Cleansed and sterilized wool or hair is spread evenly by hand across the surface of the mattress. much skill is 
needed to ensure that the spread and depth are uniform and that there are no clumps. 

hand tufting
This is a traditional skilled process where very long and strong needles are passed through the entire thickness 
of the mattress, securing tufts on both surfaces to compress it and keep all fillings evenly spread and in place 
throughout the life of the mattress. Through this process the fillings are secured to the interior springs,  
thus guaranteeing minimum wear and maximum durability.

hourglass springs
These springs are designed to provide increased support and flexibility. Each spring is coiled more tightly in 
the middle to give it a waist about which it pivots to the body’s movements. Whereas conventional springs flex 
mostly up and down, hourglass springs can flex in all directions. 
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pocket springs
Lengths of up to 48 inches of wire are coiled into springs, each of which is then individually sewn into its own 
pocket. The pocketed springs are nested in a honeycomb pattern to minimise the number of gaps between 
them and tied together with linen cord in a way that enables every spring to move independently of its 
neighbours and respond to the contours of your body. This independent pocket-sprung system provides 
strength, durability, resilience and flexibility. it will support different body weights and shapes while avoiding 
roll-together and, most importantly, when combined with suitable upholstery will give you the best possible 
night’s sleep.

Rem
rapid Eye movement is one of the most important phases of your sleep cycle since it is the time when you 
recover and your brain and body cells are restored.

surmatelas or topper
A luxuriously padded layer on top of your RogeR ChaRles mattress that enhances the comfort of your bed 
and significantly prolongs its useful life. it is designed to comfort and protect pressure points such as hips, 
shoulders and shoulder blades, and to regulate temperature for the best night’s sleep. Each RogeR ChaRles 
topper is hand tufted to help keep fillings in place for longer, and is easily replaceable.

Zip and link
many larger sized mattresses and beds can be split down the middle to create two one-person beds by 
zipping the two mattress-halves together and by linking the two half-bases with a hidden bar. This makes 
them easier to turn and transport. An advantage of Zip and Link mattresses is the ease of turning and moving 
your mattress as well as easier delivery where stairs or corridors are narrow. A complimentary v-shaped fillet 
is supplied with all zipped mattresses. placed beneath the topper it ensures that you do not feel the join.
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FOR ALL ENQUIRIES AND SALES
PLEASE CALL OUR SALES AND LOGISTICS PARTNER  
BRITISH BEDS WORLDWIDE LIMITED ON:

+44 1752 290748

mail@britishbedsworldwide.com

www.rogercharles.com
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